This paper deals with a measurement technique that allows the distribution of mode amplitudes to be 68 determined as a function of their cuton ratio in a hard walled duct containing an axial uniform mean flow. 69
Measurement of this mode distribution function then allows for estimation of the sound power transmitted 70 along the duct and of the directivity of the far field pressure radiated from the end of the duct. The unique 71 feature of this method is that it requires only measurements of the coherence function between two closely 72 spaced acoustic pressure measurements made at the duct wall and is applicable in the high frequency limit 73 where conventional mode detection methods fail since they require an unrealistically large numbers of 74 microphones. A preliminary version of this method was presented by the author in Joseph 1 . include the noise propagating along a modern turbofan aeroengine, the sound field propagating up large 79 chimney stacks and the noise propagating along ventilation duct systems. A particular characteristic of these 80 3 broadband sound fields is that, at sufficiently high frequency, they comprise numerous propagating duct 81 modes, each of which has different amplitudes and phase speed. Knowledge of the pressure modal amplitudes 82 is important in the design of an effective sound absorbing liner for determining the sound power transmitted 83 along the duct and the far field radiation directivity pattern. However, as frequency increases the number of 84 modes that can propagate along the duct increases roughly as the square of the frequency. In large ducts 85 therefore, even at quite moderate frequencies, the number of duct modes that are able to propagate can 86 readily exceed several hundred. 87
88
One of the first attempts at determining mode amplitudes from measured acoustic pressure data in a duct 89 was by Moore 2 who describes a method for determining the circumferential and radial modes at the inlet of a 90 duct. A similar principle is described by Thomas et al 3 , which then extended by extended by Farassat, Nark, 91
and Russel 4 . Their approach consists in applying Fourier analysis of the far-field pressure in the azimuthal 92 direction to deduce the spinning mode amplitudes. The radial modes within each spinning mode were 93 deduced by inverting a system of linear equations relating the pressure measurements to the mode 94 amplitudes. The conditioning of the matrix to be inverted was assessed and some regularisation techniques 95 applied to reduce the errors introduced by the poorly conditioned matrix. However, their technique requires 96 roughly twice the total number of propagating modes to be inverted and is restricted to tonal noise. Since 97 these early papers there have been numerous variants on this approach for deducing the mode amplitudes at 98 a single frequency, such as that proposed by Lewy 5 for deducing the far field radiation. 99
100
Relatively few measurement techniques for the detection of mode amplitudes of the broadband sound 101 field can be found in the literature, in which the acoustic signal is distributed over a frequency bandwidth and 102 whose mode amplitudes are generally uncorrelated. Two such techniques have been presented by Enghardt 103 et al 5 and Tapken 6 that requires cross-spectral measurements to be made between a number of microphones 104 and a single reference microphone at the duct wall. However, a similar number of microphones are needed as 105 the methods proposed for single frequency radiation, which is prohibitively large at moderate to high 106 frequencies (ka > 20, where k is the free space wavenumber and a is the duct radius). 107 108 4 Another approach is that adopted by Abom 7 who uses a system of transfer function measurements made 109 between a number of microphone pairs in the duct. Again, as many measurements as modes are needed to 110 solve the full system of equations and determine all mode amplitudes. 111
112
Lowis et al 8 have proposed a pragmatic approach to determining the mode amplitude distribution. It is based 113 on the hypothesis that different modes with the same propagation angle have similar sound transmission and 114 radiation characteristics. It is therefore sufficient to determine the modal amplitudes as a function of 115 propagation angle modes rather than the usual mode indices (m,n). The approach by Lowis et al uses an axial 116 array of equally spaced microphones along the duct wall to perform beamforming of the acoustic pressure at 117 the duct to to estimate the in-duct noise directivity. This in-duct directivity may then be used to infer the far 118 field directivity. 119
120
Rather than providing information about the mode amplitude for the different mode orders (m,n), the 121 technique provides information about the distribution of mode amplitudes versus in-duct propagation angle. 122
For the intended applications listed above, this limitation presents no difficulty as it has long been recognized 123 that modes with the same propagation angles possess near identical transmission and radiation 124 characteristics 9 . 
in the (x,y) coordinate system and c is the sound speed in the quiescent medium. Above its cutoff 148 frequency, at a single frequency  a single mode of pressure amplitude 
III. ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE DUCT WALL 177
The acoustic pressure cross spectrum between two points separated axially along the duct wall 178 . We further assume that the incident 185 and reflected pressure will be incoherent since each mode will reflect with a different phase shift and hence, 186 
Work by Rice 9 , and more recent work by Joseph et al 10 , have shown that there are a physically important class 192 of source distributions for which the relative mode amplitude distribution is independent of frequency and 193 only a function of the cut off ratio mn  (equivalently, mode propagation angle 9 , see equation (25) below).
194
Well known examples include a uniform distribution of monopole sources, axial dipole sources and equal 195 energy per mode 10 . In these, and many other source distributions, we may write, 196 where n the modal density function introduced to take into account the distribution of modes across their 222 range of -values, defined by,
where N() is the number of modes with '' values of between -1 and  and N is the total number of 227 propagating modes at frequency ka, i.e., 
   
255 256 which is a function only of the non-dimensional frequency,  257 has also been written as a function of  which is permissible since S is a 261 source term and therefore unrelated to x and so there is no difficulty in non-dimensionalising the source 262 frequency  with respect to this arbitrary distance.
264
A consequence of making the separability assumption of Eq. (7) is that the cross spectrum is only a function 265 of the non-dimensional frequency,  . Thus, cross spectra measured at the duct wall for different separation 266 distances x, plotted against  , should collapse provided that this separability assumption is met. This 267
property therefore provides a simple test of the validity of Eq. (7). In practice, however, the coherence 268 measurement will be affected by non-acoustic pressure contributions from flow noise at the microphones. In 269 practice, therefore, steps should be taken to minimize contamination by flow noise by, for example, recessing 270 the microphones into the duct wall. 
Noting the normalization property of the mode shape functions, Equation (23) is the main result of this paper. It suggests that the normalized mode amplitude distribution 315 may in principle be deduced using just two microphones for any incoherent multi-mode sound field whose 316 mode amplitude distribution satisfies the separability condition of Eq. (7). The phase factor  e iM serves as a 317
Lorentz transformation into the reference frame moving with the flow such that the amplitude distribution 318 for right and left-traveling propagating modes is now symmetric in , lying in the range In this section we explore how the two microphone method may be used to deduce the far field mean square 336 chamber to allow measurements of the far field directivity function using 11 equally spaced microphones along an 358 arc, 2.5m from the duct center. These direct directivity measurements were compared at the frequencies of 3kHz, 359 6kHz and 12kHz against directivity estimates deduced from the pressure coherence function at the duct wall from 360 two microphones separated at various distances. Agreement between the directly measured directivity and the 361 estimated directivity from Eq. (26) from measurements of the coherence function are generally within about 5dB at 362 any given frequency and radiation angle 363
IV. SOUND POWER 364
The total sound power flowing along the duct provides a single measure of total noise generation. Its exact 365 measurement in a duct system requires the amplitude of individual modes to be determined in both 366 directions, which requires numerous microphone measurements. Alternatively, total power transmission can 367 be determined from the integration of the far field intensity from the duct inlet or exhaust. In this section we 368
show how upstream and downstream sound power in the mean flow can be determined solely from the 369 complex coherenct function at the duct wall. 370
371
In a duct with uniform mean flow the sound power transmitted along the duct is the sum of the incident and 372 reflected sound powers, 373 
These power factors may be evaluated in terms of standard functions, 392 
V. NUMERICAL VALIDATION AND SPECIAL CASES 428
In this section we validate the principles set out above by a number of numerical examples to illustrate the 429 effectiveness of the technique in deducing, based only on the complex coherence measurement at the duct 430 wall, the mode amplitude distribution and transmitted sound power for incident and reflected modes, and the 431 far field pressure directivity. Further, we consider in detail some special idealized cases for more detailed 432 analysis. 433
434
We consider the idealized case of a duct in which all the modes propagating towards the end of the duct 435 
, where  specifies the 444 rate at which the reflection coefficient diminishes as the modes is excited well above cut off. This reflection 445 coefficient model is consistent with other more accurate models and is designed to ensure that modes at 446 cutoff,  = 0, are perfectly reflected, with the reflection coefficient reducing as the modes become increasing 447 cuton as frequency is increased 14 . 448 449 A. Special cases; zero Mach number, arbitrary reflection 450
We first consider the case of M = 0 since it allows analytic expression to be derived and compared against 451 exact numerical predictions. For the case of Equal energy per Mode, the mode amplitude distribution may be 452 obtained by setting the sound power in each mode equal to unity,
where N is the factor designed to ensure that    2 a is correctly normalized according to Eq. (10) and equals, 457
The complex coherence function is obtained from substituting Eqs (37) into (21) to give 461 
20
Oscillations in the exact calculation arise from the behavior of the spectra at the modal cuton frequencies. 472
Here the pressure amplitude tends to infinity as the cutoff frequency is approached. As the modal reflectivity 473 is increased (by reducing  the coherence magnitude and phase both exhibit greater variability.
475
Limiting cases of the coherence function may be obtained for the case of perfect modal reflectivity  =0, and 476 when the reflectivity is zero, i.e., the duct may be assumed to be infinite. In the latter case, putting In this case, where each incident mode has equal sound power and is perfectly reflected incoherently, the 491 coherence function is identical to that of a diffuse sound field in which energy is arriving from all angles 492 equally. Clearly, therefore, there is no phase variation between the two microphones, as shown in figure 2b,  493 where 2 phase jumps can be observed due to unwrapping issues. Agreement is excellent at radiation angles beyond about 45 • to the duct axis but then deviates at smaller 532 angles close to the duct axis, incurring a maximum error on-axis of about 40% in the pressure amplitude 533 (4.4dB in sound pressure level). Radiation within this range of angles is due to well cut-on modes with  -534 values close to 1, as also observed in Fig 3 in which greatest error in the mode amplitude distribution is for  535 ~ 1, whose main radiation lobes are close to the duct axis. The reason for the error in these modes is due to 536 the Gibbs phenomenon in Fourier analysis, in which a 'ringing' type behaviour is observed in the vicinity of 537 piecewise discontinuities, such as in the present case. Here, the mode amplitude distribution is discontinuous 538 at  = 1, since the measurement location is assumed to be well away from the source so that no cutoff modes 539 are present in the sound field, i.e.,   Whilst this frequency variation is unrealistic since equal sound power per mode is assumed and each mode is 552 assumed to contain unit sound power the agreement observed above is useful for validating the 553 measurement principle. The power variation of the incident modes (before reflection) is therefore identical to 554 that of the variation of the number of modes. Thus, As for the case of zero Mach number good agreement is observed at sideline angles with greatest incurred for 602 the angles close to the duct axis. The most pronounced effect of non-zero Mach number is that the directivity 603 is now 'flattened' with now most energy radiated to the sideline directions. This behavior is captured by the 604 inverted directivity function. 605 606 This relationship between transmitted sound power and the acoustic pressure PSD evaluated at the duct wall 607 for an equal energy per mode sound has been previously derived by Joseph et al 10 and provides a useful 608 estimate for the sound power in ducted broadband sound fields whose mode distribution is unknown. 
